
2 x 2 - Mary’s Two Step (Progressive Side-by-side or solo two-step) 
Choreographed by Miss Vickie 
 
Description: A & B Pattern, Circle, Progressive, beginner / intermediate 
  Music: Better Man by Clint Black or any two step 
Position: In circle facing forward line of dance; solo or two people side by side 
Patterns: You can dance either pattern and continue to repeat that pattern throughout  or  
you can alternate between pattern A and pattern B. If you are dancing side-by-side with 
another dancer the inside dancer should begin with pattern A, the outside dancer with pattern 
B and, during the walk-around, you will switch positions. Both dancers will then alternate 
between patterns.  Both patterns are the same except that the dancer starting on the inside 
“sets up” the walk-around by making a half turn before and makes a second half turn after in 
order to start the dance FLOD. ALL Step work is QQSS, 1&2-3; 2 basics between each change. 
 

Part A (Inside Position): 
 
BASIC TWO STEP PATTERN FLOD (BEGIN WITH RIGHT FOOT) x2 
  Step forward right, together left, right, left 
 
FULL TURN, FORWARD (end FLOD) 
  Rotate right and move forward; Turn ½, turn ½, forward right, left 
 
BASIC TWO STEP PATTERN FLOD (BEGIN WITH RIGHT FOOT) x2 
  Step forward right, together left, right, left 
 
SCISSOR, ½ TURN (end RLOD) 
  Side right, recover left, turn ½ right stepping back on right, back left 
 
BASIC TWO STEP PATTERN RLOD (BEGIN WITH RIGHT FOOT) x2 
  Step back right, together left, right, left 
 
BACK, ½ TURN (end FLOD) 
  Step back right, together left, turn ½ right stepping forward right, left 
 
 BASIC TWO STEP PATTERN FLOD (BEGIN WITH RIGHT FOOT) x2 
  Step forward right, together left, right, left 
 
WALK-AROUND ½ RIGHT, BACK (end RLOD) 
  Walk in ½ circle to your right & into OUTSIDE position (QQ), step back right, Left 
 
BASIC TWO STEP PATTERN RLOD (BEGIN WITH RIGHT FOOT) x2 
  Step back right, together left, right, left 
 
BACK, ½ TURN (end FLOD) 
  Step back right, together left, turn ½ right stepping forward right, left 
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Part B (Outside Position): 
 
BASIC TWO STEP PATTERN FLOD (BEGIN WITH RIGHT FOOT) x2 
  Step forward right, together left, right, left 
 
FULL TURN, FORWARD (end FLOD) 
  Rotate right and move forward; Turn ½, turn ½, forward right, left 
 
BASIC TWO STEP PATTERN FLOD (BEGIN WITH RIGHT FOOT) x2 
  Step forward right, together left, right, left 

 
SCISSOR, ½ TURN (end RLOD) 
  Side right, recover left, turn ½ right stepping back on right, back left 
 
BASIC TWO STEP PATTERN RLOD (BEGIN WITH RIGHT FOOT) x2 
  Step back right, together left, right, left 

 
BASIC TWO STEP PATTERN RLOD (BEGIN WITH RIGHT FOOT) 
  Step back right, together left, right, left 

 
BASIC TWO STEP PATTERN RLOD (BEGIN WITH RIGHT FOOT) x2 
  Step back right, together left, right, left 

 
WALK-AROUND ½ RIGHT, FORWARD  (end FLOD) 
  Walk in ½ circle to your right & into INSIDE position (QQ), step forward right, Left 

 
BASIC TWO STEP PATTERN FLOD (BEGIN WITH RIGHT FOOT) x2 
  Step forward right, together left, right, left 

 
BASIC TWO STEP PATTERN FLOD (BEGIN WITH RIGHT FOOT) 
  Step forward right, together left, right, left 


